ABSTRACT
I
ntracranial aneurysms are found in 1%-5% of the adult population. 1, 2 For ruptured intracranial aneurysms, case morbidity and fatality rates are high. 1, 3 However, 50%-80% of all intracranial aneurysms do not rupture during an individual's lifetime. 1 More commonly, unruptured aneurysms are incidentally found due to increasing use of imaging. 4, 5 The risk of rupture should be balanced against the risk of treatment when deciding whether an aneurysm should be treated. In clinical practice, the location and size of the aneurysm are the most important parameters for determining the risk of rupture. 1, 6 However, these geometric predictors are insufficient for optimal treatment selection. Therefore, the search for better predictors for rupture continues. [7] [8] [9] Previous studies have associated intra-aneurysmal flow patterns and wall shear stress (WSS) distributions with aneurysm rupture status. 7, 8, 10 However, these results are still controversial. For example, both high and low aneurysmal WSS were separately associated with aneurysm growth and rupture. 11, 12 In these risk-assessment studies, potential changes in hemodynamics due to the rupture itself were systematically neglected. Recently, 2 studies have shown changes in aneurysm geometry after rupture. 13, 14 These rupture-associated geometric changes may result in differences in hemodynamic characteristics as well.
In this study, we had the opportunity to use high-quality 3D imaging data of 9 patients with intracranial aneurysms, obtained before and after rupture, to assess potential differences in hemodynamic characteristics associated with rupture.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
3D image data of intracranial aneurysms for 9 patients before (MRA [n ϭ 6], CTA [n ϭ 3]) and after (CTA [n ϭ 2], 3D rotational angiography [3DRA, n ϭ 7]) rupture were collected. The imaging parameters are shown in Table 1. 14 Clinical data and aneurysmal geometric data are shown in the On-line Table. The image data were collected during 6 years in 3 different institutions. Four male and 5 female patients were included, with aneurysms located at the basilar artery (n ϭ 3), posterior communicating artery (n ϭ 2), middle cerebral artery (n ϭ 2), anterior communicating artery (n ϭ 1), and anterior choroidal artery (n ϭ 1). The mean age at the time of rupture was 60 Ϯ 12 years. The median time between imaging before and after rupture was 183 days, with a range of 14 days to 4 years 1 day. The median time between rupture and subsequent imaging was 1 day, with a range of 0 -9 days. Informed consent was waived by the medical ethics committee because no diagnostic tests other than routine clinical imaging were used in this retrospective study.
Vascular Model Generation
To create a surface model of the aneurysm and perianeurysmal vasculature by using the available 3D imaging data, we used a level set algorithm of the Vascular Modeling Toolkit (http://www .vmtk.org/). [15] [16] [17] [18] For hemodynamic simulation, model accuracy and mesh quality are important. [18] [19] [20] Therefore, inaccuracies due to imaging artifacts such as flow dispersion and saturation (in 3D time-of-flight MRA), partial voluming, beam hardening (in CTA), neck size overestimation, 21 and inhomogeneous contrast agent distribution (in CTA and 3DRA) were corrected. Artificial narrowing results in overestimations of WSS and erroneous flow velocities 22 and was, therefore, corrected by inflation by using Blender (http://www.blender.org). 23 Vessel inflation was performed in the proximal arteries in 13 models and in the distal arteries in 12 models. Furthermore, the inflow jet and location of deflection may be sensitive to the segmentation of the neck area. To reduce this dependency, an experienced neuroradiologist (C.B.L.M.M.) carefully inspected the vascular models and corrected them for imaging artifacts. Imaging artifacts were distinguished from pathology by using additional DSA imaging. For the purpose of this study, manual corrections of the segmentation were performed by using ITK-SNAP 2.4.0 (www.itksnap.org). 24 In addition, the surface models were smoothed by using a built-in Taubin-smoothing algorithm of the Vascular Modeling Toolkit to remove high-frequency noise while preventing the surface models from shrinking. 25 Subsequently, all aneurysm models were inspected for apparent differences in visualized anatomy of perianeurysmal arteries before and after rupture. The vascular models agreed for all except 1 case. In case 8, we removed 2 outflow arteries from the ruptured model because in the before-rupture imaging, only 1 outflow artery was visible, while 3 outflow arteries were visible in the afterrupture imaging.
To decrease computational effort, we removed distant vessel branches located approximately 20 times the average radius distal to the aneurysm. Finally, the in-and outlet vessels were cut perpendicular to the vessel. To ensure fully developed flow entering the aneurysm model, we added cylindrical flow extensions, with a length of 12 times the radius of the afferent vessel, to the inlets of the models. 18, 26 All surface models were converted into tetrahedral meshes by using the Vascular Modeling Toolkit. 18 The element attenuation close to the wall was increased by adding a customized boundary layer. The median number of elements was 3,284,000 (range 2,101,000 -5,248,000).
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) (Fluent 13.0; ANSYS, Canonsburg, Pennsylvania) was used to simulate hemodynamics in the vascular models. Transient Navier-Stokes equations were solved by using a pressure-based, 3D double-precision solver by following the SIMPLE Method. 27 Blood was modeled with an attenuation of 1060 kg/m 3 and a dynamic viscosity of 0.004 Pa ⅐ s.
A no-slip boundary was assumed at the rigid vessel wall. Because patient-specific velocity data were not available for this patient selection, we calculated parent artery-specific velocity profiles for the basilar artery (cases 1, 6, and 9), internal carotid artery (cases 3, 7, and 8), middle cerebral artery (cases 4 and 5), and anterior cerebral artery (case 2). Median values for the maximum and minimum velocities were obtained from previous patient-specific 4D phase-contrast MR imaging velocity measure- 14 ments. A middle cerebral artery velocity profile was used as a reference waveform to reconstruct velocity profiles consisting of 34 interpolated time-steps for each location (Fig 1) . Murray's law was used to determine the outflow ratio of the distal arteries. The third of 3 cardiac cycles was used for analysis. 28 
Qualitative Analysis
Flow-velocity magnitude streamlines and WSS distributions were visualized by using Paraview 3.6.2 (Kitware; Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico). The visualizations were qualitatively assessed by 2 experienced neuroradiologists (C.B.L.M.M., R.v.d.B.) for hemodynamic characteristics in consensus. Flow complexity, flow stability, and the inflow concentration were assessed on the basis of visualization of the streamlines. 29 The region and size of flow impingement were determined from the WSS distribution and streamlines.
Quantitative Oscillatory Shear Index Measurements
The mean and maximum oscillatory shear indices (OSIs) 30 were calculated to assess the directional change of WSS during the cardiac cycle. Differences in OSI values before and after rupture were determined.
RESULTS
Streamlines at peak systole and heart cycle-averaged WSS distributions of all 18 vascular models are shown in Figs 2 and 3 , respectively. All vascular models had a single inflow jet, single or multiple vortices, and at least 1 clear impingement zone before and after rupture. The location of maximum WSS and the region of flow impingement agreed for all cases. Hemodynamic differences were observed in 6 of the 9 aneurysms (Table  2) . For the 6 patients with hemodynamic changes, the median time between imaging before and after rupture was 678 days (range, 14 -1461 days). For the 3 patients without hemodynamic changes, this was 151 days (range, 34 -183 days). Flow complexity changed from simple to complex in 3 cases. Flow stability changed from stable to unstable in 3 cases. The inflow concentration changed from diffuse to concentrated in 1 case and from concentrated to diffuse in another case. The region of flow impingement changed in 3 cases. These hemodynamic changes were associated with growth, aneurysm displacement, or newly formed lobulations.
14 Changes in OSI after rupture ranged from Ϫ0.037 to ϩ0.034 and from Ϫ0.030 to ϩ0.12 for the spatially averaged and maximum values, respectively (Table 3) .
Qualitative Characterization: Case-by-Case Description
For cases 1 and 6, aneurysmal geometry and hemodynamics did not change after rupture. In case 2, the aneurysm was displaced 8.9 mm after rupture, most likely due to mass effect from a large perianeurysmal hematoma (dimensions, 28 ϫ 22 ϫ 35 mm). In this case, the region of flow impingement changed from the dome to the body. In the On-line Video, changes of WSS distributions before (A) and after (C) rupture with velocity magnitude streamlines before (B) and after (D) rupture of this case can be appreciated. Case 3 showed a relative growth of 79% with 1 new lobulation after rupture. The flow profile changed from simple and stable to complex and unstable after rupture.
The aneurysm of case 4 was displaced 5.8 mm after rupture, most likely due to mass effect from a large perianeurysmal hematoma (dimensions, 46 ϫ 33 ϫ 38 mm). However, there were no changes in hemodynamic characterizations.
In case 5, a volumetric increase of 176% and a displacement of 1.2 mm after rupture were found. For the hemodynamic characterization, a diffuse inflow pattern before rupture changed to a concentrated one after rupture.
In case 7, there was a relative growth of 832%, with a newly observed lobulation in the imaging after rupture. The simple flow changed to a complex flow pattern after rupture. Also, an additional impingement zone was observed in the body of the aneurysm at the border of the lobulation after rupture.
In case 8, there was a relative growth of 70% and a displacement of 2.5 mm after rupture. The flow pattern changed from stable to unstable. Before rupture, the inflow stream impacted the aneurysm at 2 regions: the aneurysm neck and body. After rupture, the neck of the aneurysm was the only region of impingement.
In case 9, a new lobulation was observed in the imaging after rupture. The flow changed from simple and stable to complex and unstable.
DISCUSSION
Most current rupture-risk identification studies compare models of ruptured aneurysms with unruptured models and ignore the possibility that the rupture itself may change aneurysm morphology and hemodynamics. However, our study shows that hemodynamic characteristics changed in 6 of the 9 aneurysms in the period between before and after imaging. Notably, we show changes in flow complexity, stability, and concentration, which have been associated with a risk of rupture. 29 The altered hemodynamics are the consequence of a change in morphology in the period between image acquisitions. Because of the large imaging time interval in some cases, we cannot relate the observed hemodynamic alterations to sudden, rupture-related morphologic changes alone. For instance, growth or lobulation formation may also have occurred more gradually during the whole time span. This scenario agrees with the median time between before and after rupture imaging, which was much larger for the cases with hemodynamic changes than for the cases without. Furthermore, all of the 3 cases in which flow patterns changed from simple to complex showed a newly formed lobulation. How- ever, morphologic changes may also occur suddenly, shortly before, during, or just after rupture. This change can be illustrated by the large growth of case 8 within 14 days and by the aneurysm displacement in both cases (2 and 4) with a hematoma with mass effect.
Therefore, hemodynamics of ruptured models may still be valuable for gradually changing aneurysms, where the value seems more limited for models with rupture-related morphologic changes. In most cases, it is difficult to discriminate between sudden and gradual changes in morphology, except for cases with large perianeurysmal hematomas. We recommend excluding these cases in studies that compare hemodynamic characteristics in ruptured and unruptured aneurysms because hematomas may strongly influence hemodynamics.
Only a few studies assessed hemodynamics both before and after rupture. In 4 aneurysms of the posterior communicating artery, Chien and Sayre 31 determined that only 1 hemodynamic parameter (pulsatility index) was not affected by rupture. This agrees with our observations that most hemodynamic characteristics changed. Duan et al 32 examined hemodynamic and morphologic parameters by using a case-control study of 6 aneurysms on the posterior communicating artery with hemodynamic data within 7 days before rupture. However, they only compared parameters with those of matched controls and did not investigate the influence of the rupture itself. This was also the case in the study of Liu et al, 33 in which low WSS was associated with rupture in a case-control study of large internal carotid artery aneurysms, including 3 unruptured aneurysms just before rupture and 8 unruptured controls. A recent case report of an aneurysm with imaging before and just after rupture demonstrated changes in WSS values between 20% and 30%, caused by a change in the aneurysm shape.
34
In a recent study by Bor et al, 35 aneurysm growth was studied in a large population of patients with unruptured and untreated intracranial aneurysms. In their study, Ͼ10% of the aneurysms grew during a mean follow-up time of Ͻ3 years. Growth is considered a marker for increased risk of rupture, and because growth may change hemodynamics, such a population allows improved characterization of hemodynamic rupture-risk factors. A previous study by Xiang et al 8 showed that high OSI values were associated with ruptured aneurysms. We indeed found high OSI values in all ruptured models. Most important, OSI was also high in all except 1 of the unruptured models. The exception was a case with Ͼ3 years between imaging, in which gradual progression from low-to-high shear stress oscillation might have been missed. These data therefore suggest that high OSI values may remain valuable for risk prediction.
Limitations
The current study has a number of limitations. Although this study is the largest comparing hemodynamic parameters within aneurysms before and after rupture, the number of patients was too small to perform statistical analysis. CFD is sensitive to the geometry and therefore image resolution, and neck size overestimation can affect the calculated hemodynamic parameters. 19 Previous literature concluded that WSS calculations are strongly de- pendent on segmentation and resolution. 36 Because of the large variation in resolution, the WSS estimations were not robust. Therefore, we used WSS distributions only for determining the impingement region, and no absolute WSS values were reported. Manual corrections for imaging artifacts were performed by a single neuroradiologist. These imaging artifacts were apparent in all cases; therefore, we do not expect large variations among different observers. Furthermore, common limitations for CFD studies, such as the generic pulsatile waveform, rigid wall assumption, limited accuracy of the algorithm, Newtonian fluid assumption, and CFD solution strategies may affect the accuracy of CFD results.
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CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that morphologic changes before, during, or just after rupture may result in differences in hemodynamic characteristics between the ruptured and unruptured status of aneurysms. Hemodynamic differences were associated with aneurysm growth, lobulation formation, and displacement due to hematoma. Associations of hemodynamic characteristics with aneurysm rupture obtained from case-control studies comparing ruptured and unruptured aneurysms should, therefore, be interpreted with caution and not automatically used in risk models for aneurysm rupture. 
